
Cosplayer Sponsor Contest Application Form 

Name Gender Nationality 

      

Facebook (Please Give 

Us the Link) 
Twitter Deviantart 

      

Personal Website or Other Social Networks (Also Give Us the Link :)) 

  

  

  

Introduce Yourself 

This will be posted in our blog later, together with below pictures. At this article, everybody can 

vote for you via "like" on Facebook, Twitter and also Google+. 

Your Most Satisfactory Naruto Cosplay Photo (You can send us the links to download the 

pictures. Or send us the pictures via email directly. No more than 5 please. And each picture 

should refer to a different costume or character. Make a simple description for the picture 

please (it's better to cover the anime and the cartoon character you were imitating in the 

description).) 

Photo Link 
Description for the Photo(less 

than 100 words) 

Photo Link 
Description for the Photo(less 

than 100 words) 

Photo Link 
Description for the Photo(less 

than 100 words) 

Photo Link 
Description for the Photo(less 

than 100 words) 

Photo Link 
Description for the Photo(less 

than 100 words) 

We Will Be Grateful If You Are Willing to Make an Interview Here. Below Are Questions: 



1. Which costume displayed there as prizes do you most want to get? 

2. What’s attractive to you about cosplay? 

3. Your most memorable moment while cosplay? 

4. Are you often photographed? Since many cosplayer (especially beginners) feel nervous or 

unnatural while facing the lens, would you like to sharing us some experience or skills here? 

5. Is there any cosplay plan you are rather interested in yet not able to do it due to some 

reasons? And what is your next plan? 

6. Which cons do you want to participate recently? What is your favorite part about going to 

cons? 

7. How do your family members think of your cosplay? Do you also feel interested and support 

you? 

What else do you want to offer? For examples: 

 

1. Would you like to take a video to ask votes for support? Upload the video to Youtube. In this 

case, we can also cite the video into the blog article we will make for you. 

 

2. You are strongly recommended to download and print our contest logo. Take a photo with it 

and send to us, you can get extra 10 votes. It’s not compulsive to wear a cosplay costume while 

taking this photo. 

 


